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Abstract 
 

Photo documents, documents digitized with portable 

digital cameras, often are affected by non-uniform 

shading. This paper proposes a new method to remove 

the shade of document images captured with digital 

cameras followed by a new binarization algorithm. 

This method is able to automatically work with images 

of different resolutions and lighting patterns without 

any parameter adjustment. The proposed method was 

tested with 300 color camera documents, 20 synthetic 

images with ground truth lighting pattern and 

grayscale images of the dataset of CBDAR 2007 

dewarping contest. The results show that the new 

algorithm proposed here works in a wide variety of 

scenarios and keeps the paper texture of the original 

document. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Use of portable digital cameras for the digitalization 

of documents is a new research area. Such images, 

called photo documents, often have non-uniform 

shading, perspective distortion and blur. Fixing these 

distortions improves image readability and increases 

OCR accuracy rates. A new method for shading 

removal and binarization of photo documents is 

proposed in this paper. 

For shade removal, Tan et al [12] proposes a 

scheme for scanned document images when the 

shading appears as a result of documents not being 

perfectly positioned on the scanner flatbed, due to book 

binding for instance. The variation in the illumination 

pattern can be modeled as a light source, which is 

found by a Hough transform. Reference [13] identifies 

document boundaries and assumes that the document 

has a rectangular shape; this a priori knowledge is 

used to remove image warp and shading. 

Several papers in the literature attempt to remove 

shading by using 3D model obtained with special setup 

such as in [1], these alternatives are not portable. 

Non-uniform shading requires adaptative 

binarization, first approaches use a sliding window 

around every image pixel to measure pixel threshold. 

Niblack’s approach [8] uses equation (1) to calculate 

the pixel threshold, where � and � are the mean and 

the standard deviation of pixels in the window around 

the current pixel, and � is a constant value in [-1,0). It 

was improved by Sauvola [10] using equation (2) with 

same � and �; constant � set in (0,1] which controls 

the standard deviation contribution to the threshold; 

constant � ��  set according to image contrast. � = � + � × � (1) 

� = � × �1 + � �
� − 1�� (2) 

Reference [4] estimates the document background 

by a polynomial surface approximation of grayscale 

images. The surface is used to remove shading 

followed by binarization using a global threshold. This 

idea is also used in method proposed herein, with the 

advantage of shading removal of true color images. 

 

2. The proposed method 
 

For document images, two assumptions can be 

made [12]: the book surface has lambertian reflection 

(i.e. the specular index is too low) and it has non-

uniform albedo distribution. With these assumptions, 

the image of the paper background has a constant value 

of intensity (���), independent of the location of the 

viewer if illuminated by the same amount of light. As 

the image is the result of reflected light (��) at arbitrary 

levels, one can express light variance by ratio (3): ��(�, �, �)
���(�, �, �) = �(�, �, �);   � ∈ {�, �,  }  (3) 

The goal of the proposed method is to calculate the 

value of ���(�, �, �) for all pixels in an image by 

assuming that the document background (paper) has 

one predominant color which is not uniform in the 

image due to illumination variance. 

 

2.1. Narrow Gaussian Blocks 
 

When observing a small area of the document one 

may notice that when this area belongs to the document 

background the histogram on all components have a 

“Narrow Gaussian shape” as depicted in the Figure 1.a. 

As other elements of the document are present, the 

histogram starts to be spread as can be seen on Figure 



1.b. The relative area of Gaussians distributions in 

interval "−Δσ + µ, +Δσ + µ& is shown i

  
a.  

 

Figure 1. Small blocks and their histograms
Background block (a); Block with “A” letter (b)

Figure 2. Gaussian distribution area relative to 

 

The aim here is to identify which 

the document background by verifying 

histogram close to a Narrow Gaussian

choice of a block size must consider: 

• There should be enough pixels for a statistical 

representation. 

• If it is too large, will have no uniform color

• Its size should be less than the spacing

lines 

A block area of 15x15 pixels was proven to be enough 

for all the test images used. In order to 

parameters for a Narrow Gaussian block

analysis was done with Nokia N95 image 

which was considered as the worst case due 

presence of blur and other noises (salt

Bayern pattern smoothness, etc). 

Figure 3. Worst case scenario: whole image with 
highlighted block (a); histogram of the block (b)

The use of the mode rather than the 

Gaussian center is more straightforward as 

affected by noisy values [5], thus modes of 

and 1.b are the same. 

Observing the worst case image, it was 

found that the uniform areas have at least 75% of 

pixels within the area defined by '6 pixe

area of Gaussians distributions in the 

is shown in Figure 2. 

b.  

blocks and their histograms: 
“A” letter (b) 

 

relative to σ [16] 

which areas belong to 

document background by verifying if it has a 

Gaussian form. The 

enough pixels for a statistical 

uniform color 

spacing between 

rea of 15x15 pixels was proven to be enough 

In order to estimate the 

parameters for a Narrow Gaussian block (NGB), an 

image (Figure 3.a), 

which was considered as the worst case due to the 

(salt-and-pepper, 

a. 

 b. 

: whole image with 
highlighted block (a); histogram of the block (b) 

the mean for the 

is more straightforward as it is less 

modes of Figures 1.a 

Observing the worst case image, it was empirically 

as have at least 75% of 

pixels around the 

component mode (with component values 

Then a process to identify a NGB 

follows. 

1. Compute histogram of each component value

2. Identify the histogram modes of each component: �)*+,, �)*+- and  �)*+.. 

3. Count the number of pixels in the interval (mode

6, mode+6). If this count in all components is 

more than 75% of the number of pixel in the 

block, then the area is identified 

4. The background value is set to 

value of the pixel with the smallest 

(4), which is an approximation 

distance in the RGB space. 

/(0) =1 |0, − �)*+,| + 30- − �)*+-
 

2.2. Defining block area 
 

Ideally, every image pixel should 

identify if its surrounding pixels have 

This can be done by a sliding window around every 

pixel and using the procedure in section 2.1

this is not feasible. On the other hand

be divided into non-overlapping blocks of sizes 15x15

pixels. The main drawback of this approach 

text spacing is between 15 and 25

resolution documents, and block

necessarily, in the middle of text line

Figure 4.a. 

a. 

Figure 4. Example of location of blocks

A third approach is proposed by div

into 5x5 blocks. An “expanded” 15x15 area centered 

on each 5x5 block is used for histogram calculation as 

depicted in Figure 5. This increase

the expanded block to be located between text 

characters as shown on Figure 4.b.

complexity is9 × 5 × 6, as each pixel is read 

times due to every pixel to participate in 

Figure 5. Four 5x5 pixels center boxes with 
size 15x15 pixels

Then, to find the NGBs the 

executed: 

1. Split the image into small blocks of 5x5

2. Identify which blocks have exp

Narrow Gaussian histograms (

component values in [0,255]). 

NGB block is outlined as 

Compute histogram of each component value 

Identify the histogram modes of each component: 

the number of pixels in the interval (mode-

count in all components is 

of the number of pixel in the 

area is identified as NGB. 

The background value is set to be equal to the 

smallest value using eq. 

, which is an approximation to the Euclidean 

3 + |0. − �)*+.| (4) 

should be evaluated to 

have a uniform color. 

be done by a sliding window around every 

n section 2.1, although 

On the other hand, the image could 

overlapping blocks of sizes 15x15 

of this approach is that the 

between 15 and 25 pixels for high 

s may not located, 

lines as illustrated on 

b. 

location of blocks  

A third approach is proposed by dividing the image 

n “expanded” 15x15 area centered 

togram calculation as 

n Figure 5. This increases the probability of 

be located between text 

as shown on Figure 4.b. The computational 

as each pixel is read (3 × 3) 

to every pixel to participate in 9 blocks.     

center boxes with a window of 
pixels 

NGBs the following steps are 

Split the image into small blocks of 5x5 pixels. 

Identify which blocks have expanded version with 

as described in 2.1). 



2.3. Finding background blocks 
 

Now, the gathered information is a set of NGBs. 

The aim is to split into NGBs regions with little color 

variation; one of these will be the document 

background as will be described in this section. 

The main criterion is to put together pairs of NGBs 

neighbors with background component-wise difference 

of its color less than a threshold (Tneighbor) into the 

same region. If this threshold is set too low it can yield 

a false-negative classification of similar neighbors. 

Otherwise, the threshold is set if too high it blurred text 

areas can be set as part of document background. This 

work assumed Tneighbor set to 5. Considering the 

component values in [0,255], the flood-fill algorithm 

with the whole procedure is showed bellow: 
B: Set of all NGBs 

Q: Queue used by to flood-fill 

N: Closest NGBs used  

Tneighbor: Threshold for BDmax value 

BDmax(b1,b2): max(|b1.red-b2.red|,|b1.green-

b2.green|,|b1.blue-b2.blue|) 

for every element b of B do 

If element b was not visited then 

Q <= {b}; 

while Q is not empty 

q = first(Q); 

q visited state is set true; 

Q = Q – {q}; 

N <= NGBs of every 8-direction 

closest to q 

Remove visited NGBs from N 

For every element n of N 

 If (BDmax(n,q) < Tneighbor) then 

  Q = Q + {n}; 

 end if 

end for 

end while 

end if 

end for 

Once the regions are identified, it is needed to select 

the one that represents the document background. As 

no assumptions are made about the image structure, 

two criteria are used to select the region as the 

document background: the percentage of NGBs of the 

region; quantity of NGBs in the center of the image, 

which is defined as a rectangle with dimensions 

89-_;8<=>
? , 89-_>@8->=

? � centered on the intersection of 

the diagonals of the image. 

If there exists a region with more than 15% of all 

NGBs and most blocks in the rectangle of image 

center, this region is set as document background seed 

(DBS). Otherwise, the region with most NGBs is set as 

the DBS. 

The computational complexity for the first part was 

found to be proportional to the number of blocks as 

each NGB are visited exactly one time. Considering 

memory usage, in the worst case the queue contains all 

the blocks in the image. A more efficient flood-fill and 

component labeling procedures could also be used but 

they are more complex to implement, an example can 

be found in [7]. Region statistics for the second part 

can be computed while executing pseudo-code 

presented, which has a computational complexity 

proportional to the number of blocks. 

 

2.4 Interpolation of non-background blocks 
 

Once the DBS is found, the color values of the non-

DBS blocks must be estimated. These NGBs are 

arbitrarily located, so a classical interpolation method 

(bilinear, bicubic etc) cannot be used. 

A new approach is proposed similar to iterative 

dilation; where at every iteration the background 

regions are expanded, the color of the blocks are 

computed by the weighted average of its neighboring 

blocks. This process stops when all blocks have their 

color defined. The pseudo-code with this process is 

presented below; Figure 6 illustrates an example of it. 
BGs: set of background with color set 

B: set of currently expanding blocks 

Q: set of expanding blocks of next iteration 

BGs <= all blocks in DBS 

//initial fill of B set 

for every element n of BGs do 

for every m 8-neighboor of n and not in BGs 

B <= B + {m}; 

end for 

end for 

//algorithm iteration 

do 

Q <= empty set; 

for every element b of B do 

Set color value of b to weighted sum 

of BGs 8-neighboors, where the weight 

equals neighbor distance inverse; 

For every n that are 8-neighboor of b 

and is not in Q or BGs 

Q <= Q + {n}; 

end for 

end for 

BGs = BGs + B; B <= Q; 

until B is empty 

  

  

 

 

Figure 6. Interpolation iterations process 

Observe that each non-DBS block is filled once, 

thus the computational complexity is proportional to 

the number of blocks. 

Figure 7.a presents a synthetic image, Figure 7.b its 

lighting pattern ground truth. The result of the 



processing described in section 2.3 is presented in 

Figure 7.c, with pure white blocks as non-DBS blocks; 

Figure 7.d shows the predicted background, note that 

the background is estimated for the whole image. 

a. b. 

c. d. 

Figure 7. Background estimation: synthetic image (a); 
ground truth (b); DBS (c); estimated (d) 

 

3. Shading Removal 
 

Observing equation (3), ���(�, �, �) values for the 

document background color should be constant for 

every RGB component, hence ���(�, �, �) = ���(�). It is 

estimated by calculating the component-wise mean of 

the DBS blocks and locating the closest DBS block to 

this mean. 

The only unknown value is ���(�, �, �) for every 

pixel in the image. It is calculated using equation (5) or 

(6), where AB�(�, �, �) and AB��(�), denotes ��(�, �, �) 

and ���(�, �, �) of estimated document background, 

respectively; ���, ��, AB�� and AB�  are in [0,255]. 

Eq. (5) is only applied for the case when ��(�, �, �)/AB�(�, �, �) is less than 1. Whenever greater, the ratio 

is difficult to represent as it is in (1,∞], negatives are 

used instead, so ��(E, �, �)FFFFFFFFFFFF/AB�(E, �, �)FFFFFFFFFFFFFF  is in [0,1). 

When ��(�, �, �) = AB�(�, �, �), both eqs. (5) and (6) 

yields AB��(�), thus it is used in this case. No floating 

point is required as numerator may be computed first 

followed by an integer division.  

���(�, �, �) = AB��(�)
AB�(�, �, �) ��(�, �, �) (5) 

���(�, �, �) = G AB��(E)FFFFFFFFFF
AB�(E, �, �)FFFFFFFFFFFFFF ��(E, �, �)FFFFFFFFFFFFHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

 (6) 

I(E, �, �)FFFFFFFFFFF = 255 − I(�, �, �) (7) 

a. b. 
Figure 8. Shade removal: original image (a); result (b) 

4. Document Binarization 
 

Once shade is removed, binarization can be done by 

a global threshold approach [4]. Although, by applying 

it to the grayscale enhanced image purely yields poor 

results as camera documents may contain undesired 

objects around document disrupting the histogram, 

which is input for global threshold algorithms. 

In Figure 7(c) the non-DBS blocks (in white) can be 

separated in two types: text blocks (TB) and image 

bordering blocks (IBB). Regarding these categories 

one may see that most TBs are surrounded by DBS 

blocks gathered on section 2.3. A process to identify 

IBBs is described in the pseudo-code below, and it can 

be summarized by a search starting at every block in 

the image border towards the opposite direction 

looking for a DBS block, until it is not found the 

intermediary blocks are set to be IBBs. Observe that 

the computational complexity in the worst case is 

proportional to the number blocks, but in the cases 

where the document borders are close to the image 

borders the complexity approaches the sum of the 

dimensions of the image. 
I: Number of block columns in the image 

J: Number of block lines in the image 

B: bidimensional array of image blocks. B(0,0) 

means upper left block; B(I,J) lower right 

Initially all blocks are NOT IBBs 

for every i varying from 1 to I 

execute findBorderBlocks(i,0,right); 

execute findBorderBlocks(i,J,left); 

end for 

for every j varying from 1 to J 

execute findBorderBlocks(0,j,down); 

execute findBorderBlocks(I,j,up); 

end for 

procedure findBorderBlocks(i, j, dir) 

//while stops when first DBS block is found 

while ((B(i,j) is not DBS block) 



B(i,j) is set as IBB 

//move i or j to given direction

if dir = left then j = j - 

if dir = right then j = j + 1;

if dir = up then i = i - 1;

if dir = down then i = i + 1;

end while 

end procedure 

 

a. 
 

b. 
Figure 9. Rough boundary definition

classification (a); some misclassification
image histogram (c); modified histogram 

Figure 10. Proposed binarization using 

Figure 9.a shows the rough estimation

border details on Figure 9.b, where IBBs

TBs are in white and DBS block

corresponding color. It is observable that 

estimation can be set to some text blocks as image 

0 

0 

//move i or j to given direction 

 1; 

if dir = right then j = j + 1; 

1; 

if dir = down then i = i + 1; 

c. 

d. 

boundary definition:  block 
classification (b); enhanced 

histogram (d) 

 
using Otsu’s 

rough estimation with right 

IBBs are in black, 

are in white and DBS blocks with its 

corresponding color. It is observable that the boundary 

some text blocks as image 

border, but it does not affect the 

performance as this fact is not statistically significant. 

Figure 9.c shows the histogram of the grayscale 

version of the whole enhanced image showed in Figure 

8.b, where Figure 9.d shows the 

IBBs. Figure 10 shows Figure 8.a’s

 

5. Results 
 

To compare the method proposed here

[10] approach was implemented with 

The memory cost is measured by 

of the whole image with two 64-bit arrays of si

are allocated at once. Parameters were adjusted for the 

test images of this work yielding to a 21x21 window, 

k = 0.2 and 0.5 and R set to 128. 

The method presented in reference 

implemented due to its large computational 

Mpixel images polynomial surface calculation

million points interpolation.  

The complexity of the proposed work 

in all sections to be proportional to 

dimensions or the number of blocks

on the block area and its expansion factor

memory for the execution is at least � × 5 × 6/ L)0�_M�+M) bytes: one 

the enhanced image; an array 5 × 6/ L)0�_M�+M with block information

lists with at most 5 × 6/ L)0�_M�+M
k block information size plus queue element, our 

implementation required k equal to 

Table 2 shows the processing time statistics

Java 1.5, DELL D531; Turion TL56 1.80GHz; 3Gb 

RAM on Windows Vista Business. The f

presents mean and standard deviation of 

in Mpixels followed by the total processing time 

average in ms. Other columns show

the execution times for each part;

the modified histogram computation 

together. Times do not include file loading and screen 

refresh. Floating points were only used 

thresholds, as section 2.4 neighbor

be 1 or √2, an integer approximation was used
Table 2 – Processing time 

  

Size 
Time 

(ms) 

Sec. 

2.2 

Sec. 

2.3 

Sec. 

2.4

Mean 6.69 4325 69.3% 3.9% 2.6%

Std. 1.82 1096 1.7% 1.1% 0.7%

A visual evaluation was performed

documents. Figure 11 shows that the results 

binarizations (b and c) had similar outcome. Figure 

11.c shows shading completely removed.

255

255

the global threshold 

performance as this fact is not statistically significant. 

Figure 9.c shows the histogram of the grayscale 

version of the whole enhanced image showed in Figure 

the histogram without 

s binarized version.  

proposed here, Savoula 

approach was implemented with [2] optimizations. 

The memory cost is measured by the second moment 

bit arrays of size W*H 

are allocated at once. Parameters were adjusted for the 

test images of this work yielding to a 21x21 window,  

presented in reference [4] could not be 

large computational time of 5 

surface calculation, with 5 

proposed work was outlined 

all sections to be proportional to the image 

number of blocks. The latter depends 

expansion factor. Needed 

memory for the execution is at least (3 × 5 × 6 +
one 24-bit array for 

an array of size  
with block information and queue M�+M elements (where 

plus queue element, our 

equal to 30). 

processing time statistics using 

Java 1.5, DELL D531; Turion TL56 1.80GHz; 3Gb 

RAM on Windows Vista Business. The first column 

standard deviation of images sizes 

total processing time 

show the percentages of 

; Section 3 part and 

computation were implemented 

not include file loading and screen 

Floating points were only used on global 

neighbor distances can only 

approximation was used. 
Processing time statistics 

Sec. 

2.4 

Sec. 3 + 

modified 

histo. 

Otsu 

2.6% 23.4% 0.8% 

0.7% 1.4% 0.1% 

aluation was performed with 300 photo 

the results with both 

binarizations (b and c) had similar outcome. Figure 

11.c shows shading completely removed. While Figure 



12.a Savoula’s algorithm does not binarizes properly 

where in 12.c new method does. Removed s

version is illustrated in Figure 12.c. 

a. 

c. 
Figure 11. Comparison: original (a); Savoula (b); 

shade removal (c); new binarization with Otsu (d)

a. 

c. 
Figure 12. Processing results: original (a); Savoula (b); 
new shade removal (c); new binarization with Otsu (d)

12.a Savoula’s algorithm does not binarizes properly 

where in 12.c new method does. Removed shade 

b. 

d. 
omparison: original (a); Savoula (b); new 

binarization with Otsu (d) 

b. 

d. 
: original (a); Savoula (b); 
binarization with Otsu (d) 

A quantitative comparison of the 

pattern with its ground truth was done

synthetic images covering different 

by Adobe After Effects CS4 [14]. 

about 0.0566 and its standard deviation of 

component values scaled in the interval [0,1]

Examples are shown in Figures 7 and 

a. 

c. 
Figure 13. Background estimation

ground truth (b); predicted (c); shading removed (d)

The binarization was compared 

dewarping contest [3], as they contain a

images and the corresponding binary image

was used as a ground truth, this comparison is more 

straightforward than OCR as no dewarping is done for 

the binary image. Three global threshold algorithms 

were used: Otsu’s [9], Mello-Lins 

[11]. All those algorithms were tested with the original 

and enhanced image with the 

computation described in section

adaptative approach was also compared. 

metrics were calculated, the same metrics were used in 

DIBCO 2009 contest [15]: 

• Error (E) = (FP + FN)/TOTAL

• Recall (RC) = TP/(FN+TP) 

• Precision (PR) = TP/(FP+TP) 

• F-measure (FM) = 2*RC*PR/(RC+PR)

Where FP denotes false positives, FN false 

negatives, TP true positives, TN 

TOTAL the number of pixels in the analyzed area.

the estimated lighting 

ground truth was done with 20 

covering different scenarios generated 

. The mean error was 

standard deviation of 0.0024, with 

component values scaled in the interval [0,1]. 

and 13. 

b. 

d. 
: synthetic image (a); 

; shading removed (d) 

The binarization was compared with CBDAR 2007 

, as they contain a 102 grayscale 

images and the corresponding binary image which it 

, this comparison is more 

as no dewarping is done for 

. Three global threshold algorithms 

Lins [6] and Silva et al 

se algorithms were tested with the original 

modified histogram 

computation described in section 4. Savoula’s [10] 

also compared. Four different 

same metrics were used in 

)/TOTAL 

 

measure (FM) = 2*RC*PR/(RC+PR) 

Where FP denotes false positives, FN false 

, TN true negatives and 

TOTAL the number of pixels in the analyzed area. 



Notice that for all presented metrics, 

means better performance, except for error rate.

It was found that in CBDAR2007 dewarping

dataset, 3 binary images (img_1179, img_1203

img_1235) has a region with uniform black color 

classified as white pixels, one example is shown i

Figure 14. 

a. 

c. 
Figure 14. CBDAR2007 image img_1179

binarized (b); Savoula (c); 
proposed binarization with Otsu (d)

Another issue regards document boundary, both 

ground truth and Savoula’s approach set to white 

pixels external to the document. These

marked as “don’t care” pixels, as is not important 

whether they is classified as white or black due 

not belonging to text area in the document. For the 

algorithm comparison, the documents were cropped to 

encompass only the text information. 

Table 3 shows the statistical metrics 

threshold algorithms for the original image and 

proposed modification of the histogram calculation. 

The metric shows a performance improvement when 

the proposed approach is used. Among all global 

threshold methods, Otsu’s showed to 

consistent good results than the others. 

 Table 4 shows the metrics with Savoula’s 

using original image. The performance of 

method yielded better results than 

handle a wider range of “scenarios” as the one showed 

in Figure 12. Another result can be seen in

Notice that for all presented metrics, greater values 

means better performance, except for error rate. 

2007 dewarping 

(img_1179, img_1203, 

a region with uniform black color 

, one example is shown in 

b. 

d. 

CBDAR2007 image img_1179: original (a); 
binarized (b); Savoula (c);  

proposed binarization with Otsu (d) 

document boundary, both 

approach set to white 

These pixels are 

, as is not important 

black due to they 

document. For the 

ocuments were cropped to 

metrics for the global 

the original image and the 

histogram calculation. 

The metric shows a performance improvement when 

Among all global 

threshold methods, Otsu’s showed to provide more 

 

Savoula’s approach 

erformance of the proposed 

 Savoula’s and 

” as the one showed 

ult can be seen in Figure 15. 

 
Table 3 – Comparison between binarization approaches 

using the original images and the proposed approach

    Min Max Mean

O
ts

u
 

(o
ri

g
in

al
) E 0.5% 35.8% 

RC 55.7% 100.0% 82.5%

PR 2.7% 100.0% 80.1%

FM 5.3% 94.1% 77.6%

O
ts

u
 

(p
ro

p
o

se
d

) E 0.2% 5.4% 

RC 69.5% 99.7% 83.1%

PR 72.8% 100.0% 95.9%

FM 77.2% 94.7% 88.8%

S
il

v
a-

et
-a

l 

(o
ri

g
in

al
) E 0.6% 9.0% 

RC 28.7% 100.0% 69.4%

PR 11.6% 100.0% 86.1%

FM 20.7% 91.4% 73.5%

S
il

v
a-

et
-a

l 

(p
ro

p
o

se
d

) E 0.3% 10.5% 

RC 37.0% 100.0% 77.5%

PR 23.7% 100.0% 89.9%

FM 38.3% 97.1% 80.4%

M
el

lo
-l

in
s 

(o
ri

g
in

al
) E 0.9% 98.5% 61.9%

RC 52.8% 100.0% 98.8%

PR 1.5% 99.7% 18.5%

FM 2.9% 94.1% 26.2%

M
el

lo
-l

in
s 

(p
ro

p
o

se
d

) E 0.1% 93.6% 19.5%

RC 66.7% 100.0% 98.2%

PR 5.7% 99.9% 56.8%

FM 10.7% 97.6% 65.8%

Table 4 – Savoula’s approach 

    Min Max 

S
av

o
u
la

 

k
=

0
.5

 E 17.2% 47.4% 

RC 38.6% 96.3% 

PR 2.5% 34.6% 

FM 4.9% 48.9% 

S
av

o
u
la

 

k
=

0
.2

 E 0.4% 4.4% 

RC 60.8% 91.2% 

PR 75.5% 99.1% 

FM 71.4% 94.9% 

 

a. 
Figure 15. dsc00626 Binarization:

original (a); Sauvola (b

tween binarization approaches 

proposed approach 

Mean Std. 

3.9% 5.1% 

82.5% 9.4% 

80.1% 25.1% 

77.6% 18.3% 

1.4% 0.8% 

83.1% 5.5% 

95.9% 6.2% 

88.8% 3.4% 

3.2% 1.6% 

69.4% 16.0% 

86.1% 19.9% 

73.5% 13.1% 

2.4% 1.5% 

77.5% 16.2% 

89.9% 16.5% 

80.4% 10.8% 

61.9% 35.1% 

98.8% 5.1% 

18.5% 22.4% 

26.2% 22.7% 

19.5% 29.3% 

98.2% 5.1% 

56.8% 31.5% 

65.8% 28.3% 

Savoula’s approach Metrics 

Mean Std. 

23.2% 5.0% 

70.8% 13.6% 

18.9% 7.0% 

29.2% 9.4% 

1.7% 0.7% 

78.5% 6.8% 

94.9% 4.0% 

85.7% 4.7% 

b. 
Binarization: 

original (a); Sauvola (b) 



c. 

e. 
Figure 15. (cont.) without shading (c); new binarization 
with Otsu (d); new binarization with Mello

binarization with Silva et al (f)

 

6. Conclusions and Lines for Further Work
 

This paper showed new schemes for 

removal and binarization of documents captured with 

portable digital cameras. The performance of the

shading removal algorithm was compared the lighting 

pattern with ground truth and with more than 300 

images, which provided good and fast (

floating point operations) results for a wide variety of 

scenarios using only the captured image

the binarization algorithm introduced was

with one of the most used local algorithm

same 300 images and CBDAR2007 dewarping dataset, 

it proves to cover more scenarios than 

method. 

Some of the images in CBDAR 2007 dewarping 

dataset exhibit a light back-to-front interference 

(bleeding). The binarization of photo documents with 

strong back-to-front interference is left a line for 

further work. 
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